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Family Redeemed
John Goodwin (1593-1665), the eminent Puritan
Arminian divine, was a man ahead of his time who
lived in a turbulent era in which many principals, both
theological and governmental, were subjects of
controversy. This new edition of Redemption
Redeemed (originally published in 1651), provides a
major refutation of the Calvinistic limited atonement
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doctrine. Goodwin has written an adversarial treatise
in which he, step by step, examines the overwhelming
scriptural and theological evidence supporting the
idea that Christ died for all mankind. He also refutes
the opposing arguments of his day and argues that
God, through his grace, provides the opportunity for
all people to be saved. The Methodist Quarterly
Review noted: “Had Redemption Redeemed been his
only publication, it should have been enough in itself
to perpetuate his (Goodwin's) fame. Its great learning,
clear reasoning, sound judgment, and admirable
spirit, render it worthy of the study of the lovers of
this glorious doctrine, and the name of its author is
one which all Arminians should delight to honor. A
volume so ably written, and going to the bottom of
the controversy, could not in that polemical age fail to
create a storm.” In the contemporary period, as
Christians enter the 21st Century and Calvinism with
its disturbing implications is making a resurgence,
Goodwin's masterful work is a welcome and much
needed contribution to those seeking to understand
the truths of God's word.

Redemption redeemed
Have you ever wanted to understand clearly what
difference Jesus Christ makes to you, both today and
forever? The same God who called and enabled His
Son to pay a price far beyond measure has not left us
stranded. Answers can be found in His Word, the
Bible. Redeemed—Saved from Death unto Life has
been written to bring those answers home to you.
Each of its sections draws from both the Old and New
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Testament to illustrate how our Heavenly Father has
purposed and brought to fruition His plan for all ages.
- Know now what Christ has done for you. - Call upon
his name, anytime, anywhere. - Receive for yourself
all that he is. - Walk confidently in who you really are.
- Experience God’s fathomless and unwavering love
for you.

Redeemed
When famine ravages Ireland, Brigit Murphy and her
family are forced to move to America. There, Brigit
becomes a maid in the Newcomb home, where the
mistress of the house, Emily Newcomb, is determined
to marry off her brother, Duncan. When Duncan, a
ship's captain, discovers he's fallen in love with the
maid, he plans to tell her his feelings and make her
his wife. But when some things come up missing from
the Newcomb house, Brigit becomes the chief
suspect. Will Duncan obey his sister's orders to rid the
household of Brigit's presence? Or will the captain's
heart determine his next course?

Atlantis Redeemed
Much has been written on what happened in the
several Southern states during the Reconstruction but
very little has been done on the changes that took
place after the Democrats ousted the Republicans
from control. Reconstruction in Louisiana lasted
longer than in any other state . . . Louisiana had
suffered for fourteen years preceding 1876 when the
courage and tact of Francis T. Nicholls drove the
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carpet-bag government from the state. . . . The
change from Radical to Democratic rule constitutes
an important period in the history of Louisiana. The
events during this transition cast their influence far
into the post-Reconstruction years. The political
technique used was to be effective for some time.
Likewise, the political controversies that arose
between factions of the Democratic party have been
revived frequently in campaigns until recently. -from
the Preface

Redeemed
Richmond Redeemed pioneered study of Civil War
Petersburg. The original (and long out of print) awardwinning 1981 edition conveyed an epic narrative of
crucial military operations in early autumn 1864 that
had gone unrecognized for more than 100 years.
Readers will rejoice that Richard J. SommersÕs
masterpiece, in a revised Sesquicentennial edition, is
once again available. This monumental study focuses
on GrantÕs Fifth Offensive (September 29 Ð October
2, 1864), primarily the Battles of ChaffinÕs Bluff (Fort
Harrison) and Poplar Spring Church (PeeblesÕ Farm).
The Union attack north of the James River at
ChaffinÕs Bluff broke through RichmondÕs defenses
and gave Federals their greatest opportunity to
capture the Confederate capital. The corresponding
fighting outside Petersburg at Poplar Spring Church so
threatened Southern supply lines that General Lee
considered abandoning his Petersburg rail center six
months before actually doing so. Yet hard fighting and
skillful generalship saved both cities. This book
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provides thrilling narrative of opportunities gained
and lost, of courageous attack and desperate
defense, of incredible bravery by Union and
Confederate soldiers from 28 states, Maine to Texas.
Fierce fighting by four Black brigades earned their
soldiers thirteen Medals of Honor and marked
ChaffinÕs Bluff as the biggest, bloodiest battle for
Blacks in the whole Civil War. In addition to his
focused tactical lens, Dr. Sommers offers rich analysis
of the generalship of Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee,
and their senior subordinates, Benjamin Butler,
George G. Meade, Richard S. Ewell, and A. P. Hill. The
richly layered prose of Richmond Redeemed,
undergirded by thousands of manuscript and printed
primary accounts from more than 100 archives, has
been enhanced for this Sesquicentennial Edition with
new research, new writing, and most of all new
thinking. Teaching future strategic leaders of
American and allied armed forces in the Army War
College, conversing with fellow Civil War scholars,
addressing Civil War audiences across the nation, and
reflecting on prior assessments over the last 33 years
have stimulated in the author new perspectives and
new insights. He has interwoven them throughout the
book. His new analysis brings new dimensions to this
new edition. Dr. Sommers was widely praised for his
achievement. In addition to being a selection of the
History Book Club, the National Historical Society
awarded him the Bell Wiley Prize as the best Civil War
book for 1981-82. Reviewers hailed it as Òa book that
still towers among Civil War campaign studiesÓ and
Òa model tactical study [that] takes on deeper
meaning . . . without sacrificing the human drama and
horror of combat.Ó Complete with maps, photos, a full
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bibliography, and index, Richmond Redeemed is
modeled for a new generation of readers, enthusiasts,
and Civil War buffs and scholars, all of whom will
welcome and benefit from exploring how, 150 years
ago, Richmond was redeemed.

Disciples Redeemed
REDEEMED is the continuing saga of Eyja, the
historical thriller of an unwanted infant left to die in
the Norwegian woods, as revealed in the book,
FORGIVEN. But now in REDEEMED, Eyja has fled wartorn Norway to the newly discovered land of Iceland.
Her family and a small group of Christians live in
peace with other Norse refugees. But after a brutal
beating on the altar of the Norse gods, the group
must come to grips with their first clash of religious
intolerance. Then, following a cruel and violent
murder, they travel to Ireland. Their voyage
eventually takes them to Jerusalem and the Muslim
world. In the course of their journey, separation and
loss test Eyja's faith.Actual historical events and
people of this era are interwoven within Eyja's story.
The difficult trials that she and Arni had to endure are
no different than the challenging situations families
are struggling with today.

Helen Redeemed
The Redeemed
Looks at organizations such as Microsoft, Nike, and
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Ford to refute five popular notions of management
and argue that multiple layers of management can
strengthen a company

Redeemed
After decades of living on the edge, Heather King
settled into sobriety, marriage, and a financially
lucrative but unfulfilling career as an upwardly mobile
lawyer. As someone who had reached middle age
"never believing in much of anything,"she found
herself in the last place she thought she'd end up: the
Catholic Church. An unforgettable, fervent, darkly
funny tale of an ongoing, stumbling conversion,
Redeemed will appeal to fans of Lauren Winner's Girl
Meets God and Anne Lamott's writing. King's
refreshing sense of humor, mesmerizing voice, and
piercing honesty will touch readers whatever their
beliefs.

Redeemed
Is there anything too hard for God? Most Christian
seem to think there is. We profess that we believe our
Big God can do anything. We quote the scripture “If
God before us, who can be against us?” But we don’t
believe the homosexual can be redeemed. We smell
the residue of what they have been through, and our
self righteousness assures us that he is still bathing in
his vomit. We forget we are all ex-everything in the
church, not something..but everything.. Ex whores, exprostitutes, ex pediphilers, and some of us are still
stepping in our mess. We sit back and judge those
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who are struggling to sit at the feet of Jesus and be
redeemed. The pages of this book will reveal the
miraculous wonder working power of a redeemed
homosexual because a Savior chose to die for me
Pastor Roger Ford, the chief of sinners.

Redemption Redeemed
Let the redeemed of the Lord say so, whom he hath
redeemed from the Lord of the enemies. Psalm 107:2
Many questions have been asked concerning the
redeemed or redemption, such as, What is the
meaning of the word redeemed, who are the
redeemed, or is there a process one must go through
in order to obtain redemption? Ministers, soul
winners, and missionaries alike are approached with
these questions at some time or another. Most people
asking these questions truly are seeking honest
answers. Not often one will ask questions on
redemption for sarcastic reasons. For some unknown
reason, these questions create problems and
misunderstanding for some and causes confusion for
others. It is the authors determination to solve some
of the problems and clear the minds of some who
may be confused. The questions and problems in this
presentation are of great significance because they
present the arguments for this study. One most
important factor as we enter this field of study is that
we must use the absolute, correct approach in
answering any questions, but especially questions
where religion and Christianity are concerned. The
second most important factor is that one must have
some background and knowledge on the subject
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matter before attempting to answer any question and
most importantly any question that is biblical. Third,
one must be able to rightly divide the matter, the
material, the evidence, and the proof of the issue that
is being discussed or argued. To fulfill the prescribed
course work, I am presenting this thesis of not less
than forty thousand words in length. This entire work
will culminate, if approved, in a degree of master of
theology (ThM) with a deep interest in the field of
Christian education as an instructor. It is also my
sincere desire to continue my work in this field and to
immediately start working on a doctorate degree in
theology, again my main focus being Christian
education. I have no doubt that teaching is my calling
for the work in the Masters vineyard. Ruthie Johnson

Machiavelli Redeemed
"The true Machiavelli is not to be found in extremist
interpretations. The fault for these misperceptions is
partly his own: he spoke in provocative paradoxes to
challenge sacred truths, and this makes it easy for
observers to ignore the obvious. In this portrait, the
obvious dominates our vision, and he emerges as a
Renaissance humanist. Like all of us, Machiavelli was
a flawed being with strains of greatness mixed with
baser ingredients. But his political insights and
recognition of the emergence of a new reality qualify
him as a political genius. Neither devil nor saint,
Machiavelli has languished too long in the Purgatory
of the human imagination and deserves
redemption."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
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Reserved

Redemption Redeemed, etc. A little
modernised and abridged by J. Bates
Why do religious people choose paths that lead to
their deaths as martyrs? Why do some who are killed
for their faith become known and revered while others
do not? Gail Streete asks these important and
disturbing questions in the context of early
Christianity, looking at the stories of martyred women
such as Thecla, Perpetua, and Felicitas--women whose
stories helped shape Christian faith for centuries, yet
are all but forgotten in the modern world. Streete
reclaims these stories and relates them to tragic
instances of martyrdom in our own world, pulling from
stories as diverse as the victims of Columbine and
female suicide attackers in the Muslim world. What do
their deaths mean, and why do we find their stories so
moving?

Love, Redeemed
Though it is perfect for the Easter season, this series
of monologues about the lives of the disciples
following Christ's death, resurrection, and ascension,
may be used any time throughout the year.
Congregations will learn the often overlooked postEaster story of each of the disciples as they never
have before. The staging of "Disciples Redeemed" can
be one with a table set up like the last supper table
with the disciples, except for Judas, seated around the
table. The story begins with Saul giving his
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monologue at floor level with the audience and ends
with Paul at the table with the rest of the Disciples.
The monologue of Judas is optional. Suggestions for
staging and optional costumes are included. Raymond
I. Keffer holds a Doctorate of Education from Penn
State University. He has taught in public schools,
Slippery Rock University and Penn State University.
He is currently Education Director for the New Castle
News in New Castle, Pennsylvania.

The Redeemed Captive Returning to Zion
Redeemed
The Quartus Family Saga is an unforgettable tale of a
family’s love and strife. In this third book, Redeemed,
the tormenting battle of the family’s struggle to
remain together bursts forth as new threats and old
consequences bombard them. Will past events like
murder, mayhem, and kidnapping ever be put to rest?
Katie attempts to juggle fame, fortune, faith, family,
fairytales, frailty, and the fear of the unknown and
worse – the known. Life’s evil attacks – can love
redeem them?

Redeemed
With his fiery Irish blood and well-known reputation
for trouble, Lieutenant George Markham leads his
embattled Royal Marines against the French in
Corsica. His mission: to seize the island. His problem:
not just the French, but spies, traitors, and jealous
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rivals – including jealous husbands. As the bastard
son of a Catholic father and a Protestant mother,
Markham has a lot to prove. But as a scarred veteran
of the war in America and against the French,
Markham is battle-hardened in a way too many of his
senior officers aren’t – and his hardness wins over his
men, men whom even their own officers regard as the
scum of the earth. With the help of these men,
Markham ventures across the island to persuade the
veteran war hero Pasquali Paoli to unite the Corsicans
behind him. But their loyalty remains torn by a
heritage of vendettas, French bribery, and cross and
double cross. Enemies abound, in both French blue
and British red, and the only men Markham can rely
on are the grim, taciturn Sergeant Rannoch and a
man who owes Markham his life – Bellamy, the
educated, black Marine. Brimming with violent action
and an energetic, pulsating plot, Honour Redeemed is
a worthy successor to A Shred of Honour in the
gripping Markham of the Marines series.

Richmond Redeemed
Redeemed!
The fate of Atlantis is on the line-and the future of the
world is at stake Poseidon's warriors have learned
that the battle to protect humanity produces
unexpected enemies-and alliances. But none more
unexpected than the bond between a cursed
Atlantean warrior and a woman whose sight
surpasses any lie.
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Redeemed to Overcome
Your imagination matters. Contrary to popular
perception, it’s not just for kids, artists, or fans of
science fiction. Rather, the imagination is what
bridges our thinking and feeling, allowing us to do
everything from planning a weekend getaway to
remembering what we ate for breakfast. In
Imagination Redeemed, Gene Veith and Matthew
Ristuccia uncover the imagination’s importance for
Christians, helping us understand who God is, what
his Word teaches, and how we should live in the world
today. Here is a call to embrace this forgotten part of
the mind as a gift from God designed to bolster faith,
hope, and love in his people.

Love Redeemed
Devastated by the murder of her husband, Cricket
Lewis finds herself in a deceitful web of lies with a
man she just met and married. Bradford is on top of
his game, pretending that he is a christian as he woos
Cricket to get what he wants. Control. As Cricket
searches for truth, the biggest horror that faces the
destruction of the world is about to be unleashed. In
fact, it has been released forcing her to wonder if she
and her family are redeemed

Gunplay: Beauty Redeemed
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Unlike his brothers, Clayton Mathis isn’t looking for
the woman of his dreams. He works hard, plays
harder, and enjoys every minute of it. And with his
family preparing to expand Shadow Maverick Ranch,
settling down is the last thing on his mind—until a
sexy blonde makes him an offer he can’t refuse. Of all
the men in the bar, Ainsley Russell has to go and
proposition the one man who will cause her nothing
but trouble. The Mathis family has been persistent in
their bid to buy her property. Inheriting her uncle’s
ranch has given her the first home she’s ever known
… along with a mountain of debt that threatens to
take it all away. After learning Clay’s identity, Ainsley
can’t run fast enough. Or far enough … since the
gorgeous cowboy shows up on her doorstep the next
morning, looking to pick up where they left off the
night before…

Redeemed Slaves; being a short
narrative of two Neapolitans redeemed
from Slavery on the coast of Barbary, etc
Drexel L. Pope, Sr. offers hope and motivation to
those who are suffering, and helps readers
understand what it takes to battle through and
overcome the problems they face today. To do this,
Pope says, readers must remember that God
measures success differently than man. To become
an overcomer, readers must learn to turn away from
all elements of self-will, independence, selfcenteredness, and isolation and embrace total
dependence upon and trust in the Lord. The greatest
hindrance for Christians to live an overcoming life is
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neither a charming world nor a clever devil. Instead, it
is the deceitful carnal nature of a fallen self-life. Pope
offers an insightful scripture-laden study of what and
how Jesus overcame so we may gain understanding
on how to follow His lead. It is not an easy task, one
that is full of challenge and promise. The challenge is
to overcome evil for the glory of God. The promise is
that if we do so, we will sit with Christ on his throne.
About the Author In 1992, Pastor Drexel L. Pope Sr.
and his wife founded an independent charismatic
church in the Phoenix, Arizona., area. He also leads
and moderates a unique community Bible discussion
group using the expository approach to Bible study.
Pope, who was born again in April 1953 while
attending the Church of God in Clovis, New Mexico,
retired from teaching after 29 years in 1988. Recent
Release: Christ Glorious Bride

Louisiana Redeemed
Honour Redeemed
In Educating Reason, Harvey Siegel presented the
case regarding rationality and critical thinking as
fundamental education ideals. In Rationality
Redeemed?, a collection of essays written since that
time, he develops this view, responds to major
criticisms raised against it, and engages those critics
in dialogue. In developing his ideas and responding to
critics, Siegel addresses main currents in
contemporary thought, including feminism,
postmodernism and multiculturalism.
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Honor Redeemed
All he wanted was a second chance at life. Duane
Thompson’s incarceration following a crime-filled
night on the streets of Boston lasted just a little over
a decade and a half. When the Commonwealth
paroled him, his second chance at life stalled. No one
wanted him near their businesses. Despite being
dogged by the police officer that had initially collared
him, Duane does get his second chance, helping the
poor in a small Central Massachusetts city. But when
a woman is hounded by the same cop, Duane comes
face-to-face with his greatest challenge. Yet
unbeknownst to him, while all of this is going on an
extremist government has begun reshaping Boston in
its twisted image.

The Church of Redeemed
A Chicago crime family approaches the Justice
Department with an unusual proposition: they want to
turn state's evidence against the Chicago Mob, but
they do not want any special deal in the process.
Wondering what their ulterior motive might be, the
Justice Department, nevertheless, makes the deal.
The Grimaldi family is hidden in a secret government
installation, their deaths are faked, and great care is
taken in acquiring their testimonies. During the
family's sequestration, the government prosecutors
make a startling discovery: the Grimaldis are not the
crime family that they assumed they were. Instead,
the Grimaldis are a newly formed Christian family.
Some federal agents actually come to Christ as a
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result of their exposure to the Grimaldis. The reader
learns of the Grimaldis' conversion by way of the
Don's conversation with the chief prosecutor. Later, in
the first trial Enrico Grimaldi (the Don) repeats his
faith story in detail. Then, in a series of vicious
assaults on the jury, Mafia bad guys try to stop the
trial altogether. In the process the Chicago Mob gets
dismantled, one of the Grimaldi boys is murdered,
and the sons and the father return to Area 51 grieving
their loss. Christ then provides the Grimaldis with a
new and exciting life. C.T. King is a semi-retired
security specialist and a graduate of Loyola
University. Coming to Christ late in life at the age of
fifty-seven, C.T. experienced the restorative power of
Christ first hand. It was that experience which
transformed his life and which led him to begin a
special ministry. For the past three years, C.T. King
has focused his writing efforts in showcasing Christ's
power to redeem, restore, and rebuild lost lives. This
novel is the result of his ministry.

Redeemed Hearts
Redeemed Bodies
It's no accident when Kenya Clark gets paired up with
Keithe Morgan, the newest member of the divorce
support group she leads at their church. The pastor
has been trying to get Kenya married off for some
time now. Unfortunately, Kenya is still grappling with
her past, and she isn't quite ready to enter into
something new. Keithe, on the other hand, is recently
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divorced and ready to move on. He hasn't given up on
love; he still believes he'll find a soul mate. When he
starts pushing hard to get to know Kenya better, she
feels the connection and panics. The only way she
knows to distance herself is to start dating his friend.
Keithe is puzzled. Why would she choose his friend,
whose issues make him far from the most eligible
bachelor? When Keithe learns the truth about her
past, will he still want to hold on and work toward a
future together? Redeemed is about having the
strength to accept people right where they are.

Management Redeemed
This text addresses the history and future of
homegrown, mass Chinese Christianity. Drawing on a
collection of sources, the author traces the
transformation of Protestant Christianity in the 20thcentury China from a small 'missionary' church
buffeted by antiforeignism to an indigenous opular
religion energized by nationalism.

Redeemed by Fire
It's love at first sight for self sufficient Cage Sterling
when he gazes upon Madison White's quiet beautyliterally! But will God grant him the secret desires of
his heart as he leads Madison down a path that is
potentially dangerous to them both? Author Candance
L. Lawson tactfully explores premarital relations in an
entirely new light in Redeemed. Witness the awesome
power of prayer and God's forgiveness in this true to
life tale as the character's lives are changed forever.
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Will love survive when the consequences of their
actions begin to unfold? Or does the Lord have other
plans in mind? Only by learning to place complete
trust in God can Cage and Madison be truly happyeven if that means they must be apart. Any readerteenager or adult-will enjoy the life like situations and
inspirational romance of Redeemed.

Redeemed of the Lord
There are times when we need to step back and
observe our surroundings and observe our lives from
other points of view. Our ability to make money and
our motivation toward making money are two of those
times. Smart Ways of Making Money takes us to
several other points of view to learn how and why we
need to earn, save and invest our money to survive in
this world and ultimately, to thrive in this world.
Smart Ways takes its readers on a journey through
history to create blueprints for success and teaches
its readers how to apply this knowledge to create
multiple streams of income, net worth and wealth.
Readers will gain great benefit from the first hand
knowledge presented in this book. Author J. Henry has
not only participated in each of these Smart Ways of
Making Money, he has earned handsome profits from
each of these Smart Ways of Making Money. He also
shares the pain of market losses, tired bones, the
taste of plaster dust and failed business ventures,
adding credible evidence to the Tree of Knowledge he
builds for his readers to achieve financial success.
Smart Ways makes a convincing argument that
motivation and mindset are key contributors toward
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realizing dreams come true, peace of mind and
happiness, and these things are the final ingredients
of the secret recipe for social and financial success.
Smart Ways of Making Money are promised to be
simple and smart. Simple because they require no
special knowledge or great amounts of money and
smart because anyone, regardless of age, educational
background or economic standing can learn how to
leverage money, time, effort or expertise to build a
base of in

Imagination Redeemed
Much more than a great love story, the book of Ruth
tells of redemption, sacrifice, and the price that was
paid to buy freedom. In Redeemed, author Rhonda
Williams offers a ten-week womens Bible study
focusing on the book of Ruth. The study examines
various aspects of the book of Ruth, the Bibles
greatest heroine, and considers how her story applies
to todays world. It depicts a picture of Jesus and how
he chose you, loved you, and paid the ultimate price
to purchase your freedom from sin and set you free. It
paints a picture of the figures of Ruth, Naomi, and
Boaz and their relationships, family issues, love,
loyalty, bitterness, death, hunger, and more,
recognizing the stark contrast between Naomi and
Ruth, their responses to lifes trials and the ways those
responses affect each of them and bring blessings.
Finally, it invites you to dig deeper into the biblical
text and your life through study questions Through
the figures in the book of Ruth, Redeemed helps you
visualize the pain of their trials and then experience
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the joy of being redeemed. Ruths story communicates
that no matter who or where you are, you have
hopeand that hope is in Jesus Christ, redeemer.

Cowboy Redeemed
When Adam’s eyes were opened, he saw an
alternative route outside of the will of God. Some
would say, “That day, he took a freedom train driven
by the human will, making every designated stop
outside of God’s presence.” Many Christians have
gotten on the same train, a chosen freighter that can
only take us but so far, like church and back home
again. Yet Jesus is standing at the end of the tracks,
encouraging us to go a little bit further because our
Heavenly Father is waiting for us with outstretched
arms. We were redeemed to return, back to the
posture of Adam before the fall, destined never to fall
again, unless we desire to lay prostrate before the
Lord.

Rationality Redeemed?
Highly skilled Search and Rescue (SAR) team leader,
Honor Mackenzie, works almost as hard at guarding
the dark secrets of her past as she does when training
SAR dogs. As for widowed Sun reporter Matt Phillips,
not even his former SAR work is as important as
protecting his ten-year-old twin boys. When a jumbo
jet crashes outside Baltimore one cold night, their
respective jobs put them face-to-face at the grisly
scene--and force Matt and Honor to reconsider the
difficult decisions that resulted in their long-standing
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"single forever" status. As Matt tries to come to terms
with his feelings for Honor, he gets word that she
hasn’t reported in since starting the search for a
missing child. Reverting to his SAR training, Matt
leads the search team as a vicious winter storm bears
down on the area. Will he find her in time? And if he
does, will they find their way back to each other or go
back to living life alone? "Honor Redeemed takes
readers into the challenging--and often
heartbreaking--world of emergency responders who
enter disaster and find their lives and choices
irrevocably changed by it. A timely novel about the
power of love in all its aspects." --Susannah
Charleson, author of Scent of the Missing: Love and
Partnership with a Search and Rescue Dog

Redeemed
Redeemed
In the second book of the New Hope Amish series,
acclaimed author Kelly Irvin spins a tale of romance,
grief, and redemption deep in Amish country. Phoebe
Christner is thrilled when the families of her close-knit
Amish community decide to spend a week at the lake.
She feels she’s earned a breakand it doesn’t hurt that
Michael Daugherty will be coming along. They’ll find
ways to spend time together—she’s certain of it—and
their romance will have time to blossom. But when
tragedy strikes, Phoebe and Michael are torn apart by
their pain and the knowledge of their guilt. As they
both cope with the loss of a loved one, they will come
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to discover that they are worthy not only of each
other’s love, but God’s love. A tender novel of faith
and family set in the heart of Amish country.

REDEEMED to RETURN
Focus on family relationships between husbands and
wives, parents and children.The essays develop a
Jewish theory of marriage and sexuality, parenthood
and the duty to honor and revere one's parents.

Redeemed
Neurosurgeon Arthur Anderson helps cognitively
disabled people live normally. Ever the humanitarian,
he makes available at cost his revolutionary Server
One device. A man with a cold heart sees lots of profit
to be made and attempts a hostile takeover of the
good doctors business. Nasty internet talk about Doc
Anderson and his veiled wife Sue, forces a confession
about his friendship with reclusive Betti. Anderson
may have to shoot his way out of this problem to
redeem the beautiful people in his life.
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